WARD 2 COMMITTEE
CITY OF UMHLATHUZE
RICHARDS BAY

MINUTES
4th Committee Meeting : Ward 2
Date : 26 January 2017
Time: 17:15
Venue: Umhambi Lodge
1

OPENING PRAYER
Opening Prayer done by Beena

Beena

2

ATTENDANCE AND APOLOGIES
PRESENT
Cllr Christo Botha – Chairman WARD 2 Committee
Vanessa le Roux – City Development and Tourism
Beena Simadhri – Corporate Services
Rob Sedice – Finances / Business
Liz Wood – Community Services
Rynie Kerns – Sports Clubs
John Ferreira – Meerensee (Left of Anglers Rod)
Charles Mohlala – Meerensee (Right of Anglers Rod)
Henning de Wet – Beaches
Angela Benjamin - Wildenweide
Donald Pittendrich – Techical Service

3

MATTERS ARISING FROM MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
Donald requested an amendment to previous minutes

4

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
Approved by Rynie
Seconded by Rob

5

PORTFOLIOS
The Chairman requested that each Portfolio be discussed and then a follow-up
from himself

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

Corporate Service
-Previous greenbelts visit with officials
-Requested corporate services agenda of portfolio meetings
-Requested Diaries for committee members
-Municipality going to clear greenbelts in a week or two
-Chairman commended Beena for using the platform to log
faults
-Chairman indicated that Councillor support/Public
Participation is still awaiting for diaries and stationary and
that he has asked Manie Lourens to speak to the MM to
have the matter expedited
-Greenbelts solutions need to be found
Tourism
-Two successful meetings and Mr Mariyane is on board to
support and find a way forward
-Still battling to get a budget approved
-PAN African Health Indaba will be hosted in Rbay and will
bring many delegates into the town
-The Chairman did arrange the two meetings as promised
Meerensee (Right of Anglers Rod)
-Crime rate was down over the Festive period
-Commended the CPF for doing such a great job
-Bins arrived and street lights have been repaired and are
working
-Traffic over the festive period had a good flow and
complimented SAPS and Traffic for a job well done
-Various planning meetings had been done with all parties
concerned which made a huge difference. Everybody did
their best
Beaches
-Beach Development (Phase II) is still a no go with little to
nothing having changed on the site
-Still NO dustbins at the Bay Hall area
-A lot of illegal adverts on poles; there is no enforcement of
by-laws or enforcement thereof
-COMMENT: Big blue skips where put out around the Bay
Hall Area during the festive season as the smaller bins are a
lost cause as the public don’t use them. These bins are also
vandalised, broken and stolen.
-COMMENT: The Municipality cleaning staff did take longer
to clean, but managed to clean all the rubbish up
-COMMENT: Litter from the Big Skip behind Sea Harvest on
Tuzi Gazi Waterfront area is a total mess. Vagrants are
congregating in the harbour area and are recycling rubbish
and just leaving the unwanted items lying around. CRG has
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5.5

5.6

been clearing squatter camps by doing foot patrols in and
around the Waterfront/Harbour area.
-COMMENT: Henning took Chairman on a road trip around
the harbour area to point out where poachers are putting out
gill nets and hiding.
-COMMENT: Enquired on the situation at the TuThuleka
Bird Pan behind Foskor which is fenced off. Matter reported
to Ezemvelo.
Sport Clubs
-The Rugby club has reached League Status
-Rugby club has many events planned; Cancer Walk, SPCA
drive, Plant trees
-Meeting to be set-up for the Rugby club to get its own gate
(across from the Police Station)
-Currently Main gate to Sporting complex is locked at 10pm.
ADT could not access the premises at the Break-in last
Friday evening as the sporting complex gate was locked.
-Own entrance will be better and will enable Rugby Club to
manage entrance directly onto the premises.
-Rugby Club desperately needs the B-field to be developed
and spot lights installed; aware on municipalities financial
constraints
-Reported on the electricity outage at the Rugby club which
caused a huge loss in meat and ice.
-COMMENT: Chairman will set-up a meeting with Ernest
van Biljon regarding the gate. Positive response is expected
from Ernst van Biljon within 3 days. Also mentioned that the
previous club management was not well liked at the
municipality, but that the current new committee was loved.
-Chairman explained that the municipality was under
pressure due to the 114 premises/clubs that it had to
maintain in the 34 Wards. Ntambanana which has now been
included into Umhlatuze, adds an additional 3 premises onto
the list.
Finances/Business
-Most businesses where closed and only getting into the
new year now
-The Last Dance was successful and compliments are
given. Noise levels was at a minimum
-State of the city centre/business district is shocking. A lot of
deterioration, filth, blocked drains, pavements collapsing and
dirt are visible all over town
-Timing of the Bullion Boulevard/Mark Strasse Robot at the
Standard Bank Building needs to be investigated as there is
too little time to cross the road when the arrow indicates
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5.7

turning is allowed.
-COMMENT: The Ward 2 Platform needs to be used to
report these problems for immediate investigation and
correction. 1. Traffic related issues can be logged by clicking
on the Traffic Dept Drop Down Option and reporting the light
timing fault. 2. Logging dirt, filth and other issues in the CBD
can also be done through the Fault logging platform to
ensure timeous rectification thereof.
-Reported a build up of Glass bottles next to the Horse Shoe
bar across from Virgin active on the Fault logging system.
The next day 3 municipal workers arrived and cleaned the
mess.
-SUGGESTION: Compliments also need to be given
-COMMENT: Cllr Ockie Mulder from Ward 3 does not have
a fault logging Platform, thus are using the Ward 2 platform.
A contact list with telephone numbers was received from the
Cllr in Ward 3, only to find answering machine on each line.
-COMMENT: Chairman reiterated the importance of using
the Ward 2 Fault logging system as it sends a email direct to
the relevant DDM’s, head of sections and himself.
-POINT OF ORDER: Request to stick to matter that pertain
to Ward 2
Community Services
-New Years day traffic was better than previous years
-Commented on the Blue Light Brigade that got a clean road
to travel on as all other motorists where stopped
-Traffic guided vehicles through
-SAPS did well and in control of alcohol and other matter
-Reported Elweboog has potholes
-Properties in Crayfish creek and Anglers Rod have a lot of
building rubble on the curb from building and renovations.
By-laws need to be enforced
-Speeding is getting out of hand. Suggestion that the Traffic
Police start trapping in different places from the norm
-SAPS are conducting regular searches at the kiosks
outside Spar in Meerensee
-Kids being left after school unattended and the shady
vehicles that transport them are still a huge concern.
Brigadier Mgenge said at the Crime Summit that it is the two
biggest crimes. Commented that Mr Olifant has left the
municipality.
-Compliments given to the Parks Dept for cutting back from
Greenhills to Bayhall. Suggestion to cut back the vegetation
from John Ross Highway to the steel bridge enroute to the
Waterfront to ensure staff walking back late at night are
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safe.
-Comment made about the bitchemen that has been stored
and left open in the vicinity of the open park where the
monthly Steal Bridge fleamarket is held
-Requested that the SPCA Chairman address the committee
for 10minutes at the next meeting
-Steelbridge market is doing well; trying to get more NPO’s,
Schools and Churches involved
-Complimented CRG on doing a great job
-IDZ: fenced off a lot of land. Initially zoned for small
development. What is the stance currently?
5.8

Meerensee (Left of Anglersrod)
-Dissapointing response to issues logged onto the fault
logging system for Meerensee problems
-Illegal dumping is a huge problem. What is the arrangement
to clear as two months have passed since logging the fault
without a response
-COMMENT: Illegal dumping is a huge problem through out
town (W/W, V/V,Keiserkroon). The best way to curb this is to
catch the person who is doing the dumping
-The unsightliness in Knorhaanbaai remains
-Illegible street sign and road names remain a very big
problem
-Entrance to Netcare and Syngery Vet has had a huge
Pothole which was reported on 8/11/16
-Bus Shelter is still a problem
- Will mark old issues/problems in red
-Compliment given: Reported broken bin in Crayfish Creek
on Sunday and it was attended to on Monday.
-COMMENT: Chairman and Yogie Naidoo and his Deputy
did a road trip in November 2016 to identify problematic
areas. Work has started on Dune Road, then the John Ross
Highway and on to Alton. Potholes at PnP’s entrance and on
Krewelkring going towards the Golf estate was noted. A few
could have been missed and will be taken up by the
Chairman. Chairman explained that the Department has
800km of roads with in the Umhlatuze boundaries that need
to be attended to. Due to the huge area, a work
schedule/program has been implemented, but it will take
time to get around to all the issues. The budget has been
increased to ensure that repairs and maintenance is done.
The Chairman also informed the committee that the tender
for the hot tar mix was not in place and was only completed
in December. This contributed to the delay in repairs and
maintenance.
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Technical Services
-What is the technical problems at the desalination plant?
Hillside is up and running and has been getting water
-How much water is going in and how much is going out?
-Suggestion to create a relationship with the Electrical
department to know what is going on
-Suggested same with Umhlatuze water to see where we
can help them on technical side (Budget, Skills, Technical
etc)
-Also to build relationship with Andrew Paton from Traffic
lights Control to see if any help is required.
-Commented on CP Groups that are patrolling for guns and
riffles with live ammunition. Huge problem as they don’t
know minimum law and legal requirements. Concerned
about the lack of training. Syra is the Body appointed to
ensure that standards are kept with in the private security
sector
-COMMENT: Meeting will be arranged with Brigadier
Mgenge to find a solution
-Greenbelts in W/W needs clearing as the growth is
shoulder height. Needs to be cut back and lower so that
people cant hide in it.
-Rubbish bins are being damaged and broken by
Municipality Staff. Municipality does replace if it is proven
that hey are at fault
-COMMENT: Chairman has already raised this issue with
the relevant Department
-Staff are dragging the bins down a road and damaging the
bottoms
-Suggestion made to take videos of bins being man handled
to have proof at a meeting with relevant key players
-COMMENT: Chairman has a meeting with Brigadier
Mgenge every 3 weeks. Topics of discussion is Public
drinking, Drugs and prostitution. It is reported that there are
over 3000 known Prostitutes in the area. Unfortunately the
SAPS just does not have the manpower to police this.
Ongoing raids will be performed.
-COMMENT: Beach meetings are also held with the Beach
Manager and relevant parties on a regular basis
-COMMENT: Next meeting will be held with Donald
Pittendrich and relevant parties for Technical Issues
-Kids left at schools unattended are a problem. Kids also
miss there respective taxis and are left stranded.
-COMMENT: The taxi industry has infiltrated the school
transport system. SAPS will be compliling a plan to conduct
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random stops at the various schools to investigate
roadworthiness etc.
-SUGGESTION: SAPS to collect these kids and drop them
at the Police station for Parents to collect them there.
Investigate a fine scenario. Chairman to investigate this and
discuss with Brigadier Mgenge
-Comment made that SAPS check the license disc on
vehicles/taxi’s to ascertain whether they have the correct
license to carry passengers
-REPORTED: V/V Primary has second Scholar patrol in
place
-65 faults have been logged on the system and approx. 85%
have been resolved. Platform works
-Meetings will increase and involve Public Participation and
other relevant stake holders to resolve problems
GENERAL
-Comment made about the article that was published in the
ZO about the overtime for the Traffic Department.
Suggested all to read the article.
- Only 22% of the CAPEX budget for Umhlatuzi has been
spent. This leaves 78% NOT spent for essential
services/infrastructure. The mayor has said that he will
suspend and/or discipline those individuals that do not
spend the allocated funds as detailed in the budget.
-Ward 2 Public meeting will take place on 16 February 2017
in the auditorium at the Municipality.
-COMMENT: Freddy Horn is not the nuisance officer any
more.
-Many calls where received about the fireworks. The
municipality cant police everything. Mr Poswa has appointed
a advocate to put a proposal together for the municipality for
a Municipal Court to be put into place. This court will be able
to deal directly with issues that pertain to by-law
enforcement and other municipal issues.
-Concern raised about road maintenance. What is
happening to the widening of the road from town past
Brackenham and Aquadene towards Nseleni? The
Provence owes the City of Umhlatuze a lot of moneyInvestigation needed to get these funds. The widening of the
road was approved. The new Ford Dealership will be paying
for their own on and off ramp from the main road. Why is the
road being resurfaced now if the widening of the road has
been approved? Chairman to investigate.
-Closed the meeting
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